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A strengthened form of the pumping iemula for context-free languages is u.fc=d togive ,a simple 
proof of Parikh’s Theorem. 
I. Introdwtion 
In 1961, farikh [9] proved two results on context-free fanguages that wctrtf 
described by the editors of the journal tha! published them five years later as 
“[having] remain& among the most fundamental, ,vet subtly difficult to prove, in 
the theory [of context-free Panguages]” (101. These two results were the theorem 
now known as Parikh’s Theorem, which states that if the order af symbols if 
ignored then context-free languages are indistinguishable from regular sets, and the 
demcwstratlon of the existence of an inherently ambiguous context-free language. 
The proof of Parikh’s Theorem involved a complicated rearrangement of deriva- 
tion trees. Essentially the same proof may be found in the books by Ginsburg 143 
and Satomaa [X2]. A more elegant proof due to Pilling [ 111 is reproduced in 
Conway [3], but this proof is also complicated since it uses equations over a 
commutative semigroup, and the theory of sur:h equations must first b,: developed. 
A different proaf is obtained by Shamir 1131 as a corollary to his r;?resentation 
theorem for contrxt-free languages as inverse images of modified Dyck languages 
under finite substitutio;l, However, this protJf too is quite complicated since it 
requires a study of modified Dyck languages and of Presburger-type formulas. 
Greibach [6] has given still another proof, using a charalzterization due to Gruska 
1’71 of the context-free ianguages in terms of an iterated sukktitution operator. Her 
results ext,end Parikh’s Theorem to new classes of languages, bu: ‘Zre proof is still 
compticatcd since it requires not only @u&a’s result, but ot!ler properties of 
iterated substitutron as well. Van Leeuwcn [M] has extended these results. an4 he 
states ~bat when retiricted to the context4re.e case, his methods give “what might 
be thtl: fret lucid afg&rnic proof of [Par&h‘s Theorem]“. While his generalization 
of the theorem is a nice one, his proof is essentially a less abstract (although 
independently developed) version or Pilling’s prooe, and it is still opaque since it 
involves an induction on the number of variables in the gram:Qtar. Although there 
does seem to be some interest in finding a simple proof of Parikh’s Theoren., such a 
proof, using only standard techniques from the study of context-free languages, has 
not yer been published. 
It is inctructive to compare the case of Parikh’s Theorem with the other major 
result from his paper, the existence of an inherently ambiguous context-free 
Iangungl:. Jn 1968, Ogden [g] showed that a strengthened form of the classical 
pumping lemma for context-free languages [2] (also called the pq-lemma 01 
IW*WX~ -lemma) can be used to give an easy proof of the inherent ambiguity of a 
particular <ontext-free language. The purpose of the present ncte i5 to show that 
exactly the same method can be applied to Parikh’s Theorem. A simple proof of 
Parikh’i 8’ heo:*cm is given, starting from a slightly strengthened form of the 
classical pumping lemma. Unlike equations over a commutative semigroup and 
modir’. I, i)yCk languages, the pumping lemma is proved early in almost every 
deve!, I* ,; .ent & *tte context-free languages. It is no harder to prove the slightly 
stror, : fersio, ceded for Parikh’s Theorem. It should be stressed that this new 
or.). ,’ t i I’arikh’ 1 L heorem is conceptually the same as Parikh’s original proof, but it 
hna i: .W made . : jpler and clear L I: applying the following philosophy: Let the 
‘b’. r ,. ,* lemma kl_jmrnarize what :an be learned from studying derivation trees, 
;I~ d tl& appeal : the pumping lemma instead t.f manipulating those trees. 
2. Ytlmping lemm, 0 
We use the notat ion 
total vocabulary, 2’ C 
productions, and S E 
pumping lemma may be used to prove Parikh’s Theorem. 
r* i-i = {V, E, P, S ) for a context-free grammar, where V is the 
V is the termin;, alphabet, P s (V - 2) x V* is the set of 
V-Z is the !;fbrt variable. The following version of the 
Pumpirqg Lemma. For each context +ee grammar G = (V, 2, P, S ), there is a@& 
iriteger p sucfs &at, for any k 3 1, if w is in L (G ) and 1 w I* p ’ then any derivation 
S * * w is equiwrlent to ’ a derivrrtion 
SjuA~~~~~~,Ay,olu*,*~,4y~y,~~~~*i~*,~~g~IAYk ..‘y,u 
-; UXI * “x~ty, ’ l l y,u = w, 
whtve A is a nonterminal symbol, each x,y, is a nonenrpty string, and 
W!ten k = I, this lemma reduces to the usual pumpins lemma, To prove the usual 
’ lu ) dcrwaticys arc equiuuknr if they have thie same derivation tree, 
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pumping lemma for an arbitrary conte t-free grammar, one may let p = rzz’+‘, 
where t 2 1 is at least as large as the length of the right hand side of ever\ 
production and v is the number of nonterminals. One then shows, roughly 
speaking, that any,dzrivati_.n tree for a word of length p or more must contain a 
path on which there are at least v + 2 nodes at which paths to a nunempty leaf’ 
branch off to the left (or perhaps to the right). Hence. setting aside the first of these 
“branch” nodes, there must be at least one repetition of some variable A labelling 
the remaining lbranch nodes on the path. (For additional details, the reader may 
examine the proof of Ogden’s Lemma (Theorem I of [H] or Theorem 2.23 of [l]), 
and specialize it to the case in which every position ir the word is a distinguIshed 
one.) To prove the stronger version of the pumping lemm,t given above. it is merely 
necessary to observe at the appropriate point :-I the proof that if the word has 
length at least p ’ then at least k (o + 2) branch nodes occur on the pqi:h and, sr:tting 
aside the first of them, some label A has k repetitions (rz:lher than one repetition) 
among the remaining branch nodes. Of course, a stronger version of this lemma 
extending Ogden’s form of the pumping ieinma may tx proved in the same way, but 
this stronger form is not needed to pro’ e Parikh’s Theorem. (A strengthening of 
the classical pumping ix-: mma different ram Ogden’s and the above, due t!) WistA, 
may be found in [ 151. Wise shows that his property gives a necessary and suficient 
condition for a language to be corteT.t free.) 
3. Parikh’s Theorem 
Let ,’ ={a,,..., a,,] Let N be the commutative monoid of nonnegative integers 
under addition, ‘let X” be the direc‘ product of II copies of N, and let (I/ : 2’ * -+ N” 
be the monoid bdmomorphism mapping w to (I w !a,, . . . , / w lam). where 1 w lo, is the 
number of occurrences of a, in w. Two languages I, and L’ in 2 * are called 
leetrer-equivalent if (CltL) = w(Z_‘). A subset of N” is semilinear if it is a finite union 
of sets of the form 
where each cy, is in IV”. A subset L of 2 ‘; has a svnlilinear image if &(L ) is 
semilinear. 
> 
Pwikh’s Theorem. Each conlext-free langutlge is letter-equiderat to a regult2r set 
and has a semihear image.‘ 
Simplified Proof. Let C = (V, 2.? P, S) be a ccsnteyt-free gramma?: generating L, and 
let p be the constant from the pumping lemma. For each Sect fif nonterminals U 
’ A leaf is emp@~ if it is labeiied by the empty word. 
’ It is easy to show with the airi of Kleenc’s Theorem that a istlpagc has 2 wmilinear rmagr If and 
only if iI is ietter-egui\,afent t0 a regular set. However, this fact is nt-rt needed to pfo\re Paritch’\ Theorem. 
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containing S, let Lv be the subset of L consisting of al: words which possess at least 
g,ne derivation from S in which the nonterminals occurring are exactly the 
nonterminals in the set U. Since there are only finitely many Ltr and since their 
union is L, it suffices to show that each LU is letter-equivalent o a regular set and 
has a semilinear image. 
For the rest of the proof, we let U be arbitrary but fixed* and we require that all 
derivations use only productions A -a! inPforwhichA EUandaE(UUZ)*. 
&et k be the number of nonterminals in U, fet 
F =: [IV ELC, :Iw lcp”}, 
and let 
G=[xy:%Ixyj~pk andA-=&xAy forsome AEU). 
‘We will prove that #(Lu) = $(F@ *). 
Toprovzthat+!Q,&~(FG”),letw beinLu.Xf/wI<p’ tienwEFCFG*. 
If 1 w f > p k then since w is in Lu, :here is a derivation S + w using all the 
slontenminals in U and no others, which by the Pumpinp Lemma is equivalent to a 
Jerivation 
*vvhere A E U, each x,yi is in G, and we have named certain subderivations 
tlr,,&. . . ,&+I. For each of the k - 1 nonterminals B in U - {A}, choose some d, 
such rhlr~ B occurs in one of the sentential forms in the subderivation di. Then some 
&,, 1 s i. G k, is not chosen at all, so if di, ia deleted from the derivation in (*)? every 
nontermina1 in U (including A) will still be present. Thus, 
S&url l l ’ &, -&,+I ’ ’ ’ &Zyk t “y&+ly~-,*‘*ylv = w , 
where w ’ is in Lrt. Since w ’ is shorter than w. we may assume inductiveiy that 
$(w’) E J,(FG*). Then Jr(w) = #( w ‘xqiyb) E 3’ (FG *) since x6yk, E G. Hence, 
$(LI!iC I/J(FV). 
To prove that &‘FG *jG $(Lu), let w bc ~zt FG*. If w E F then w E L,. If 
w fZ F then w = was, v+ kre w. E FG * and s E G. Then s = xy, where A =+ * xAy 
for some A E U. Since w. is shorter than w, we may assume inductively that 
$(wOj = $(w ‘), w ’ E Lu. Then S =+ * w ’ by a derivation in which every nonter- 
mina; in U, including A, occurs. Hence, 
S&c;Au-&rv = w’, so S-;uAu &uxAyu&xzyu = w’, 
where ? 
ddjq = +qw’xy) = 9(wr& = $(w) 
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Thus, e(W) = $@I?*). Obvioudy, FG * is regular. Let G = (sl, . . . T sm). Then 
$+33*)= $(Fs:-• SE), which is clearly semilinear. 
Note that the letter-equivalence of context-free Ianguages with regular sets 
immediately implies that every context-free language over a one-letter alphabet is 
regular. if one only tishes to obtain the latter result, then thg concept of 
semilinearity need not be introduced at all. However, the fact that context-free 
languages have s$rniIinear images is quite useful in showing that various languages 
are not context f:ee. 
Note added in proof 
Shamir has informed me that the derivation of Parikh’s Theorem in [ 131 is faulty. 
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